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THE

BASIS

OF REFERENCE*

I locate the central question of the theory of reference in the theory of
propositional attitude psychology. For to know the meaning of a sentence
is to know what propositional attitudes a speaker must have if he is to
utter that sentence seriously and literally. And to know the meaning of a
word or an expression is just to know what contributions it makes to the
meanings of the sentences in which it occurs. A theory of reference is,
first and foremost, a theory of the meaning of singular terms. The basis of
a theory of reference must therefore be a theory of the thought in the
mind of a person using a singular term; typically, this thought is a thought
about the object referred to by the singular term on the particular occasion
of use. So "the basis of reference is a theory of our thoughts about things;
it is, to use the current jargon, a theory of de re propositional attitudes.
Rather a long time ago there was a populai theory of reference, nicknamed 'the "Fido"-Fido theory' by Professor Ryle, who was very good
at giving abusive nicknames to philosophical theories that he thought were
silly. The 'Fido'-Fido theory held that the function of a singular term was
to introduce its referent, on a given occasion of use, into the proposition
asserted by the utterance of the sentence containing the term; consequently,
the theory also held that if one uttered a sentence containing a singular
term which failed of reference, then no complete thought was expressed,
no statement with determinate truth conditions was made.
A singular proposition, we shall say, is an ordered pair of the form
( F L ( x l - . . x~)),
where F ~ is a non-o-ary propositional function, and (xl . . . n~) an n-ary
sequence of items. Such a proposition is true in any given possible world
if and only if its n-ary sequence satisfies its n-ary intension in that world.
The 'Fido'-Fido theory, then, may be restated thus: if t is a singular term,
and S(t) a sentence in which t occurs, then the proposition asserted by
an utterance of S(t) is a singular proposition containing the referent of t
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on that occasion, if it has one; otherwise the utterance of S(t) expresses
no complete proposition. 1
Both Frege and Russell began as 'Fido'-Fido theorists, but were led
by their dissatisfaction with that theory to the famous theories we now
associate with them. One primary source of their disaffection lay in the
cavalier way in which the 'Fido'-Fido theory ignored the connection
between semantics and psychology. For to know the meaning, and hence
the truth conditions, of a sentence is to know the kind of thought expressible by it, and, viewed from this perspective, the 'Fido'-Fido theory
appears woefully inadequate, suggesting, as it does, that the thought
expressed by a sentence containing a singular term is the same as the
thought expressed by whatever sentence results from substituting for that
singular term any other singular term with the same referent. And surely,
both Frege and Russell would reason, this is inadequate; for one could
know the proposition expressed by 'Tony Curtis is an actor' but not
know the proposition expressed by 'Bernie Schwarz is an actor'; and
yet, since Bernie Schwarz is Tony Curtis, the 'Fido'-Fido theory would
have it that both sentences express the singular proposition (x is an actor,
the person named 'Bernie Schwarz' and 'Tony Curtis').
Russell's alternative to the 'Fido'-Fido theory consists of two related
theories. The first is a theory of the thought in the mind of a person using
a singular term, the second a theory of the semantics of singular terms. I
shall refer to the first as the description theory of de re thought, and to the
second as the description theory of singular terms.
The description theory of de re thought begins with a concession to the
'Fido'-Fido theory viewed as a theory of the thought in the mind of a
person using a singular term. It allows that each of us has certain thoughts
that are irreducibly de re, and that the complete content of each such
thought is given by some singular proposition. But Russell held that,
while each particular is a constituent of an indefinite number of singular
propositions, a person could believe - or stand in any other propositional
attitude relation to - only those singular propositions of which he or his
sense data were constituents. For it was, Russell wrote, a fundamental
epistemological principle of his that "every proposition which we can
understand must be composed wholly of constituents with which we are
acquainted",2 and he held that, among particulars (as opposed to universals), each person is acquainted - in Russell's technical use of that
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term - only with himself and his sense data; of all other particulars a
person has at best knowledge by description.
The concession to the 'Fido'-Fido theory ends with the introduction
of knowledge by description. One has knowledge by description of a thing
provided that that thing is uniquely such and such and one knows that
something is uniquely such and such; but it will reward us later to be more
exact now.
One has knowledge by description of a particular x iff either
(a) there is a property $ such that (i) (y)($y +-~ y = x) and (ii)
one knows that (3y)(z) (6z <-, z = y), or (b) there is an n-ary
relational property R, and an ( n - 1)-ary sequence of particulars (Yl"" "Yn-1) with which one is acquainted, such
that (i) (z)(R(z, y l . . . Yn-x)+-* z -- ~c) and (ii) one knows that
(3z)(w)(R(w, y ~ . - . y,_~) ~ w = z). a
Now the essence of Russell's description theory of de re thought, to be
elaborated in due course, is that every propositional attitude that is de re
with respect to some material object other than oneself reduces to one
that is not de re with respect to that object, but is, so to say, by description
of it only. More exactly, and taking only a little license, we may
represent the essence of Russell's description theory of de re thought thus:
For any particular x other than oneself or one of one's sense
data, and for any kind of propositional attitude ~F, one ~F's x
to be F iff (35) such that (1) one has knowledge by description
o f x under theS, and (2) one W's that (3y)((z)(5z+-+z = y) & Fy). 4
Russell's description theory of singular terms also begins with a concession to the 'Fido'-Fido theory, and holds that certain terms do, or
can, function in the way that that theory says that all singular terms function - namely, to introduce their referents into the singular propositions
asserted by the sentences containing them. Russell calls these terms logically proper names, and he thought that there were at most really only two
of them in use: T , and 'this', when used to refer to one of the speaker's
present sense data. Proper names, like 'Ludwig', not having meaningful
parts, couM serve as logically proper names, but, as most people do not
trouble to name their sense data, they rarely do. It is just as well, Russell
acknowledged, for no audience could possibly understand, let alone
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believe, the proposition asserted by a sentence containing a logically
proper name.
At any rate, all other singular terms function in a radically different way;
they do not introduce their referents into propositions; if we are to speak
of an ordinary singular term as introducing anything into a proposition
we should say that it functions to introduce an individual concept which
determines what referent, if any, the term has on the occasion of use. But
of course that way of speaking, while convenient, is better suited to Frege's
similar theory. For Russell, the proposition asserted by a sentence containing any singular term, other than one functioning as a logically proper
name, is a proposition of the kind believed when one has merely knowledge
by description of a thing, and we are all very familiar with what that
amounts to.
Both description theories have been decisively refuted. A couple of
examples have proved them to be wrong, not merely in their detailed
formulations, but in their most general presuppositions. And while no
theory has been explicitly developed to fill the vacuum left by the description theory of de re thought, a brand new theory of reference - called, in
some circles, The New Theory of Reference s _ has arisen to take the place
of the description theory of singular terms. Such, at all events, is the
prevailing opinion.
The New Theory of Reference holds that, if t is a singular term, and
S(t) a sentence in which t occurs, then the proposition asserted by an
utterance of S(t) is a singular proposition containing the referent of t on
that occasion, if it has one; otherwise the utterance of S(t) expresses no
complete proposition. (Well, this is actually a slight exaggeration. The
foregoing analysis is really held to apply only to (a) all uses of proper
names, (b) all non-anaphorical uses of pronouns and demonstrative
expressions, and - for some, but apparently not all of the New Reference
theorists 6 _ (c) all uses of definite descriptions which Donnellan has called
'referential'. When a singular term functions in this way it is said to
function as a rigid designator of its referent, if it has one, 7 and most New
Reference theorists also hold that what determines the reference of a
singular term in its employment as a rigid designator is a causal chain
originating in the referent and terminating in the speaker's use of the
term, there being no description available to do the job.)
To my mind, the New Theory of Reference has been cavalier in the
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way it has ignored the connection between semantics and psychology.
Not one of these theorists has ventured a theory of the thought in the
mind of a person using a singular term as a rigid designator; a theory,
that is to say, of de re propositional attitudes. This is a notable lack, for
the connection between semantics and psychology is such that, without
such a theory, there can be no hope of an adequate theory of reference.
Here I am not alluding to the idea - thought by some to be dubious - that
semantics reduces to propositional attitude psychology; I mean to be
saying something with which everyone can agree.
And few nowadays would disagree with these critical remarks; not
even those who have been most influential in the rejection of the description theories. Many, today, would agree that it is absurd to suppose that
a singular proposition can represent the complete content of the thought
a person has in using a referring expression, and that, therefore, it cannot
be supposed that a singular proposition can represent the complete content
of what is meant in the utterance of a sentence containing a referring
expression - not, at least, if we are to take seriously the connection
between meaning and propositional attitudes. At the same time, however,
it will be said that both description theories are finished: the conceptual
content represented by what is in the head does not determine reference.
Suppose that Ralph says "He's drunk," demonstratively referring to
George. The theorist that I have in mind - and whom I will call the de re
theorist, and contrast with the description theorist - rejects the view of
Frege and Russell, which sees Ralph as expressing the thought that the
~b is drunk, for some ff which George uniquely instantiates; and he rejects
the 'Fido'-Fido theory, which sees the complete content of Ralph's
thought as representable by the singular proposition ( x is drunk, George).
But the de re theorist is more sympathetic to the latter view, for he feels
that any specification of the complete content of Ralph's thought must,
pace Frege and Russell, include a reference to George. The hope is that
a theory of content will be forthcoming which captures this idea, but
finds more to the content of Ralph's thought than the mere singular
proposition.
My purpose in this paper is to show that there is a serious doubt as to
whether this hope can be realized, and to reinstate, in a slightly revised
version, Russell's description theory of de re thought.
If the description theory of de re thought is correct, then much of the
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description theory of singular terms will also be correct; for example, it
will follow that the reference of a singular term, on a given occasion of
use, is determined by a description in the mind of the speaker. But I
should not wish to subscribe to the description theory of singular terms
in the form that I have stated it on p. 174. While I believe that there is
some ~ such that Ralph's thought is that the ~ is drunk, I do not find
plausible the view that that is what he asserted in uttering "He's drunk".
At all events, my concern in this paper is not with the semantics of
singular terms; it is with the theory of thought which must form the
basis of the theory of meaning for singular terms.
II

It is undeniable that we often use singular terms referentially in
specifying the contents of our own and other people's thoughts. It is this
fact which defines the subject matter of de re thought, and which must
provide the starting point for any inquiry into it.
Imagine that Constance says
(1)

Ralph believes that that man is a spy,

using 'that man' to refer to George, and thereby, by definition, attributing
to Ralph a de re belief about George. Imagine, too, that Raymond says
(2)

Ralph believes that that man is married to that woman,

using 'that man' to refer to George, and 'that woman' to refer to Paula,
thereby attributing to Ralph the de re belief, about George and Paula,
that the first is married to the second.
Quine, in effect, has suggested that 'believes' in sentences ascribing
de re belief is a triadic ~redicate which relates a person to an n-ary intension (or predicate) and an n-ary sequence of items with respect to which the
belief is de re; and from this it follows that, using the familiar notation, we
might represent the logical form of the above utterances of (1) and (2) as
(3)
(4)

rB (Ralph, x is a spy, (George)), and
rB (Ralph, x is married to y, (George, Paula)),

where, for example, 'x is married to y" refers, according to one's taste, to
the italicized open sentence, or to the relational property it expresses. 8
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On the other hand, one uttering
(5)

Ralph believes that the richest man probably does his own
laundry

might not be using 'the richest man' to refer to anyone, but merely to
specify part of the conceptual content of Ralph's belief, and in this case,
Quine suggests, we have an ascription of belief de dicto, to be represented as
(6)

aB(Ralph, the richest man probably does his own laundry).

There is nothing in principle to prevent either Frege or Russell from
accepting Quine's suggestions (apart from their being dead), although they
would of course argue that beliefs that are de re with respect to material
objects other than oneself reduce to beliefs that are not de re with respect
to those objects. However, it is tempting to think that, even without an
analytical reduction of their kind, one can, with the aid of some harmless
notation, consolidate the two belief relations into one.
First, it is a trivial matter to add a pair of pointed brackets and transform
the triadic 'rg' into a dyadic predicate which relates a person to a singular
proposition, thereby yielding, in place of (3) and (4),
(7)
(8)

rB(Ralph, ( x is a spy, George)), 9 and
rB(Ralph, ( x is married to y, (George, Paula))).

This done, the idea is then to remove the prefixes 'r' and 'd' and to see
'believes' in (I), (2), and (5) as expressing a single belief relation which has
in its range both general and singular propositions, thereby yielding
B(Ralph, ( x is a spy, George)),
B(Ralph, ( x is married to y, (George, Paula))), and
B(Ralph, the richest man probably does his own laundry)
as our final representation of (1), (2), and (5), respectively. 1~
But the idea is really untenable, and the reason why it is untenable,
rather than its being untenable, is what matters for us.
It is true that (7) and (8) are harmless variants of (3) and (4), and that,
if it is otherwise correct to represent (I) and (2) by (3) and (4), then there
can be no substantive objection to representing them by (7) and (8). But
even if we assume the correctness of (7) and (8) as representations of
logical form - although presently we shall abjure this assumption - we
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cannot further assume that there is a single, univocal belief relation which
has in its range both singular and general propositions. The transformation
of 'rB' into a dyadic relation is harmless enough, but not so the
consolidation of dyadic 'rB' and dyadic 'aB' into dyadic 'B'.
The problem is not a logical one. There is no problem with singular
propositions; given enough set-theoretic apparatus, there are as many of
them as you please. In fact, we may even assume that there is a primitive
belief relation having in its range both singular and general propositions;
but, with respect to that relation, no one believes any singular propositions not, at any rate, any containing a material object other than oneself.
Assignments of content to mental states are at least partly (some would
say wholly) assignments of functional role: to say that a person believes
such and such is to say that he is in a state which is related in certain ways
to sensory input, to behavioral output, and to other mental states. Of
special concern to us will be what we might call the internal functional
role of a mental state - namely, the relations of that state, actual and
counterfactual, to other mental states. 11
Suppose that a minimally rational person believes that there are zebras
in Africa. It is partly definitive of the belief relation thus invoked that he
does not also believe that there are no zebras in Africa; that if he also
believes that there are lions in Africa, then he believes that [there are
zebras in Africa and there are lions in Africa]; that if he also desires that p
and believes that [if there are zebras in Africa, then p only if q], then,
ceteris paribus, he desires that q; and so on.
The problem with the lately entertained consolidation of '~B' and 'aB'
into 'B' should now be apparent. If dyadic 'rB' related a person to a
singular proposition in the same way as 'aB' relates one to a general
proposition, then it would follow from the truth of (7) (together with the
assumption that Ralph is minimally rational) that
rB(Ralph, ( x is not a spy, George))
is false. But it is very clear that this does not follow; for as Quine long ago
pointed out, Ralph, in another circumstance, might encounter George and
fail to recognize him as the man he judged to be a spy, and in this new
circumstance Ralph might judge George not to be a spy. Clearly, similar
examples are forthcoming to show that TB does not satisfy the other constraints on internal functional role that are partly definitive of aB.
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The waywardness of rB with respect to internal functional role should
come as no surprise; it is precisely the reason why no one should want to
say that the singular proposition ( x is a s p y , George) gives the c o m p l e t e
content of the belief expressed by Ralph when he said, pointing to George,
"That man is a spy". For, as regards the complete content of that b e l i e f whether or not it is irreducibly d e re - Ralph cannot both believe and disbelieve it at one and the same time. We can, to elaborate a little, imagine
three situations. In the first, Ralph points to George and says "He's a
spy"; in the second, Ralph, not realizing that it is the same man, again
points, and says "He's no spy", and in the third circumstance, Ralph,
pointing to George, in yet another guise, says, "I've no idea whether or
not he's a spy". Obviously, the three thoughts expressed are not the same,
whether or not George is an irreducible element of the content of each
of them.
What all this shows is that every belief has a description under which
it satisfies the foregoing constraints of internal functional role, and that,
therefore, our rB, whether construed dyadically or triadically, reduces to
another belief relation, although not necessarily to aB.
Whether or not one recognizes (3) and (4) as correct representations
of (1) and (2), and whether or not one believes that we have irreducibly
d e re beliefs about material objects other than ourselves, there is another
relation which we must in any event recognize, and which I will call 'the
belief-of-under-a-mode-of-presentation relation', and provisionally represent as
~'B(x, F " , ( Y l " " " Y,~), ( m l . . . m,~))

that is to say, as a tetradic relation, relating a person to an n-ary intension
(or predicate), an n-ary sequence of items, and an n-ary sequence of modes
of presentation under the members of which x believes y~ 9 9 9y~ to be F ~.
Here, I must hasten to add, I am not presupposing that we know what
modes of presentation are, or what it is to believe something of a thing
under a mode of presentation; these are questions we must turn to shortly.
As regards the relation between the triadic rB of (2) and (3) and ~B,
I submit that (subject to a certain qualification), necessarily, to have a
belief about a thing is to have a belief about it under a mode of presentation, and that one may believe a thing to be such and such under one mode
of presentation, while disbelieving it to be such and such under another,
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and neither believing nor disbefieving it to be such and such under still
another. That is to say,
rB(x, r " , ( Y I " " " Y , ) ) iff
(3ml . . . m , ) ~ B ( x , F", ( y l . . . y , ) ,

(ml... m,)),
and 'B reduces to "B. The qualification alluded to concerns one's beliefs
about oneself, and will be taken up in Section V.
Thus, Ralph sees a suspicious looking character, George, and believes
him to be a spy under a certain mode of presentation; later he sees an
innocent looking man (George again, in disguise), and believes him not
to be a spy under a second mode of presentation; a little later he sees a
slightly suspicious man (George yet again, in a different guise) and is uncertain, relative to a third mode of presentation, whether or not he is a
spy.
What are modes of presentation ? W h a t e v e r m a k e s true the f o r e g o i n g
mode o f presentation theory. A mode of presentation is whatever completes
the content of a de re thought when all that one is given initially is that a
certain thing is believed by so and so to be such and such, and, as such,
it must satisfy two conditions.
(a) Necessarily, if m is a mode of presentation under which a minimally
rational person x believes a thing y to be F, then it is not the case that x
also believes y not to be F under m. In other words, if x believes y to be F
and also believes y not to be F, then there are distinct modes of presentation m and m' such that x believes y to be F under m and disbelieves y to
be F under m'. Let us call this Frege's Constraint; it is a constraint which
any candidate m u s t satisfy i f it is to qualify as a mode o f presentation.

Frege's Constraint is really just an especially clear and simple representative of a class of constraints of the kind noted earlier having to do with
internal functional role - that is, the functional relations, actual and
counterfactual, in which a given thought stands to other thoughts. In
effect, Frege's Constraint provides the motivation for the introduction of
modes of presentation.
(b) A sameness in modes of presentation entails - all other things being
the same - a sameness in functional roles. That is to say, if m is a complete
mode of presentation, then one cannot have two beliefs such that (1)
both are beliefs that a thing x is F under m, and such that (2) the two
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beliefs differ in functional role. This obvious condition, which will later
have a useful application, is merely a trivial consequence of the fact that
contents individuate functional roles.
So far, then, I have argued that singular propositions do not give the
complete contents of de re thoughts: one cannot simply believe a thing
to be such and such, one can only have such a belief under (what I have
neutrally called) a mode of presentation, and modes of presentation, by
virtue of the role they play in the contents of our de re thoughts, must
satisfy certain obvious constraints. This much ought to be acceptable to
everyone - to de re theorists and to description theorists alike. However,
it is at this point that the basic disagreement will emerge.
There are, at the most general level of description, two mutually exclusive and jointly exhaustive kinds of possible theories of modes of
presentation.
1. To the first belong the theories of those who hold that our de re
thoughts about material objects other than ourselves reduce to thoughts
that are not de re with respect to those objects. These theorists must hold
theories of modes of presentation according to which (a) modes of
presentation uniquely determine the objects they are of, TM and (b) are
specifiable without reference to them. Picturesquely put, such theorists
will hold that "B is definable in terms of
B(x, <F", < m l " " m , ) ) ) .

Description theories of de re thought, such as Russell's belong to this
group, and according to them modes of presentation are 'proper' definite
descriptions, or the individual concepts expressed by them, although for
Russell, as opposed to Frege, such descriptions may contain an ineliminable reference to oneself, or to other objects of 'acquaintance'.
There may be theories in this class which deny that all modes of presentation are descriptions. If Dummett is right, Frege had some such theory
in mind. 13 Yet it has not been made clear what the alternative modes of
presentation are supposed to be, and I doubt that it can be made both
clear and plausible. At any rate, for the purposes of this paper, I will
pretend that the description theory is the only member of this class worth
taking seriously?4
2. To the second class belong the theories of those whom I have called
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theorists - those who claim that we do have irreducibly d e re thoughts
about material objects o ~ e r than ourselves; a thought, that is to say,
whose complete content cannot be specified without reference to some
material object, distinct from the thinker, about which the thought is
irreducibly d e re. These theorists must hold theories of modes of presentation according to which e i t h e r (a) modes of presentation do not uniquely
determine the objects they are of, o r else (b) they uniquely determine them,
but are not specifiable without reference to them. Picturesquely put, d e re
theorists might hold that ~B reduces to
d e re

B(x, ( F n, ( ( m l , Yl~" 9 9 (ran, yn)~)),

wherein B is a primitive belief relation which has in its range both general
and what we might call q u a s i - s i n g u l a r propositions.
What, then, might modes of presentation be for the d e re theorist?
There are three possible answers that I can think of, but before turning
to them, there is another matter to which we must return for a moment.
What we need to reconsider is the question of the logical form of utterances ascribing d e re attitudes.
Suppose that Ralph, pointing to the mug in one mug shot, says - rather
formally for our benefit (i)

It is not the case that I believe that that man is a spy,

where it is clear that what he means is not that he disbelieves the man to
be a spy, but that he has no belief one way or the other. And suppose
that he also says, pointing to the man in another photo,
(ii)

I believe that that man is a spy.

Now surely both utterances are d e re, literal, and true, even t h o u g h the
s a m e m a n - George, a g a i n - w a s r e f e r r e d to on b o t h occasions. ~5 From this
of course it follows that Quine's way of representing the logical form of
the utterances of (i) and (ii) cannot be correct, representing, as it does,
(i) and (ii) as contradictory utterances, when in fact both are true.
A suggestion of David Kaplan's, 16 adapted to our terminology, would
attempt to account for the truth of (i) and (ii) by representing them as
(iii)
(iv)

(3m) - ~B(Ralph, x is a spy, George, m); and
(3m) ~B(Ralph, x is a spy, George, m).
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But this suggestion is also inadequate, for surely Ralph's utterance of (i)
is the assertion of the logical negation of what he would have asserted
had he uttered (ii) in the circumstances in which he uttered (i); but on
Kaplan's suggestion (ii) uttered in the circumstances of (i) would still be
represented as (iv), which is not the contradictory of (iii), the representation
of (i).
The solution, as I have argued elsewhere, is to think of sentences which
ascribe de re attitudes as containing an implicit indexical component requiring reference to a contextually determined mode of presentation or type
o f mode o f presentation. 17 What explains the fact that Ralph's utterances
of (i) and (ii) are both true, and that his assertion of (i) is the logical
negation of what he would have asserted had he uttered (ii) in the same
situation, is that two modes of presentation are implicitly referred to by
the two utterances.
Doubtless this suggestion will appear more perspicuous when it is
married to a theory of modes of presentation. 18

III

I want now to explore the idea, apparently accepted by all who reject the
Frege-Russell picture of de re thought, that a person can have a thought
that is irreducibly de re with respect to some material object other than
himself. We have seen that if the de re theorist is right, then there must
be modes of presentation which satisfy (a) the two conditions which any
theory must satisfy (pp. 180-181), and (b) the special condition which the
de re theorist must satisfy (p. 182). I will consider three possible answers
to the question of what such modes of presentation might be. Perhaps
there are others, but I have not heard of them, and the three that I shall
discuss are the only ones that I can conjure up.
Modes o f Presentation as Non-individual Concepts

Modes of presentation belong to the contents of fully specified de re
thoughts. If there are irreducibly de re thoughts, it is natural to think of
them as having just two kinds of content-components - conceptual ones,
and nonconceptual ones, which will be the material objects the thoughts
are irreducibly of. Modes of presentation will be conceptual components;
but, if they belong to irreducibly de re thoughts, they cannot be individual
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concepts. Perhaps, then, they are non-individual concepts - general
properties (or predicates) which make no pretense of applying to just one
thing. A simple de re belief, such as the one expressed by Ralph's utterance of "He's drunk", might then be construed as a relation to the ordered
pair ( x is drunk, (4, George)), where ~ is the non-individuating description under which Ralph believes George to be drunk. So viewed, modes of
presentation will be made to order for the de re theorist; they will be
specifiable independently of the objects they are of, but they will not
uniquely determine them.
Nevertheless the hypothesis is scarcely credible; if there are irreducibly
de re thoughts their modes of presentation will not be non-individual
concepts. The problem is that non-individual concepts cannot satisfy
Frege's Constraint.
(a) If there is a description ~ such that ( x is drunk, (~, George)) gives
the complete content of an irreducibly de re belief, then it cannot be the
case that Ralph, the believer, believes that there is just one thing which
is ~; for, if that were the case, the belief would not be irreducibly de re.
To see this, suppose that Ralph knows that there is just one man whom
he sees staggering, and believes George to be drunk under the description
'man I see staggering'. This belief will not be distinguishable from Ralph's
believing George to be drunk under the individual concept expressed,
for Ralph, by 'the man I see staggering', and this belief reduces to his
belief that the man he sees staggering is drunk (which we need not trouble
to put into its Russellian expansion), which is not de re with respect to
George.
(b) But if Ralph does not believe that there is just one thing which is 4,
then ff will fail to satisfy Frege's Constraint, and therefore ( x is drunk,
(if, George)) will not give the complete content of his belief. For suppose
that Ralph had said, demonstratively referring to George, "The man with
an umbrella is drunk". Could ( x is drunk, ( x is a man with an umbrella,
George)) give the complete content of the belief expressed ? Clearly not;
Ralph might have two perceptions of a man with an umbrella, and not
realize that they are perceptions of the same man, and, in the event, both
believe and disbelieve George to be drunk under the description man with
an umbrella. Therefore, this description, failing, as it does, to satisfy
Frege's Constraint, cannot be the complete mode of presentation under
which Ralph believes George to be drunk. But it should be obvious that
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what generates the problem with the description in question is precisely
that, as far as Ralph knows, two distinct things might satisfy it.
At all events, the hypothesis, when expanded in the way that it must be,
contains its own refutation.
It can hardly be denied, to begin with, that, even if we have irreducibly
de re thoughts, we also have, as a matter of fact, a considerable amount
of knowledge by description of the objects that enter into our irreducibly
de re thoughts. At this moment, for example, I am looking at a certain
pen. If I have any irreducibly de re thoughts, I have them about this pen
(the idea that my only irreducibly de re thoughts are about people like
Thales is too ludicrous to be worth even a moment's consideration). Yet
there can be no doubt that I have knowledge by description of this pen:
I know that there is just one pen which I am now looking at, that there is
just one pen in my right hand, that there is just one pen with which I am
now writing - and I am only beginning to warm up. Perhaps we can
imagine unusual situations in which a person does have knowledge of a
thing without having knowledge by description of it; but that is beside the
present point. A de re theorist who claims merely that we have irreducibly
de re thoughts only in the absence of knowledge by description has no
claim worthy of interest; certainly, at least, none from the point of view
of the theory of reference.
Consider now, in the light of these platitudes, a question that is forced
on us by the suggestion at hand. The hypothesis, as regards Ralph, is that,
whatever knowledge by description he has of George, he also has irreducibly de re knowledge of him. But, the hypothesis continues, the complete content of this irreducibly de re knowledge cannot be the mere
singular proposition, consisting only of drunkenness and George; it must
be the fuller proposition ( x is drunk, (~, George)~, where ~ is the appropriate non-individuating description which completes the content. But to take up now the question just alluded to - how is ~ to be determined ?
Ralph is looking directly at George, and believes him to be drunk under
several descriptions; for example, he believes him to be drunk under the
concept man wearing a red tie, and under the concept man with a moustache. Clearly, the de re theorist, unacquainted with the above refutation,
but still informed by Frege, will not want to say that these represent
complete contents of distinct beliefs; he would not, that is, want to say
that man in a red tie is a complete mode of presentation.
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In fact, the only plausible thing for him to say is something along the
lines of this: if one believes x to be F under ~, then ~ is a complete mode
of presentation provided that there is no ~ such that (1)~ 'contains'
[where that can be spelled out in whatever is your epistemically favored
way] and (2) one believes x to be F under 4~. By this criterion, we cannot
say that man wearing a red tie is a complete mode of presentation, for Ralph
also believes George to be drunk under the 'containing' concept man
Ralph sees wearing a red tie.

And now the problem should be obvious: by this criterion complete
modes of presentation will invariably be individual concepts. That is, the
hypothesis at hand claims, initially, that there are irreducibly de re
thoughts, and that their modes of presentation are non-individual concepts; but the only feasible criterion for determining the complete mode
of presentation leads ineluctably to the conclusion that they are - at least,
almost always - individual concepts, thus contradicting the assumption
that the thoughts are irreducibly de re.
Modes o f Presentation as Causal Chains

The description theorist holds that the reference of a singular term, on a
given occasion of use, is determined by a definite description in the mind
of the speaker. Those who reject this theory are nearly unanimous in
holding that what determines the reference - when it is not determined
by a description - is a causal chain originating in the referent, and terminating in the speaker's use of the term. This idea has been discussed
mostly in connection with proper names, but has an obvious extension
to other kinds of singular terms. Now for Frege the reference of a term
is determined by a mode of presentation. But if the causal chain is what
determines the reference, then perhaps it can be taken as the mode of
presentation ? This, too, is a suitable theory for the de re theorist; if causal
chains are modes of presentation, then they will uniquely determine the
objects they are of, but they will not be specifiable without reference to
them - to specify the first link in the causal chain linking Nixon to my
use of 'Nixon' one must refer to Nixon.
So Ralph says "He's drunk", demonstratively referring to George, and
his utterance of 'he' refers to George, the story goes (and who could deny
this much?), by virtue of a causal chain originating in George, and terminating in Ralph's utterance of 'he'. However, it cannot be this causal
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chain which is the mode of presentation under which Ralph believes
George to be drunk, for the belief Ralph expresses is one that he would
have had even if he had not said anything. What the causal theorist wants
to say is that the relevant causal chain is one that terminates in the particular belief-state in question. But of course - if we are to avoid a vicious
circle - it cannot be that the only way of specifying that belief-state is in
terms of its content, for if the causal chain is a mode of presentation, then
it is part of that content. If causal chains are modes of presentation, then
there must be some internal state of Ralph's, o, and some causal chain C
between George and or, such that o is (a) specifiable without reference to C,
and (b) redescribable as a belief that such and such - i.e., as having a
certain content with respect to George - only given that cr is linked by C
to George.
The best way to make sense of the hypothesis that causal chains are
modes of presentation is to suppose that belief is a relation to a sentence
in the believer's 'language of thought'. This may not be the only way of
making sense of the idea (I am not sure), but it is the way most favorable
to the causal chain theorist, and if his hypothesis is unacceptable even on
the assumption that we think with an internal system of representation,
then it is certain to be unacceptable on any weaker assumption.
So let us make the assumption, and spell out, in the following way, the
idea that it is a causal chain which is the mode of presentation under
which Ralph believes George to be drunk.
(a) There is a sentence 'a is F' in Ralph's language of thought such
that (i) Ralph (at the time in question) stands in the belief relation to that
sentence, (ii) 'is F' means is drunk, and (iii) 'a' refers to George via a certain causal chain that originates in George and terminates in the aforementioned occurrence of 'a' in Ralph's head. (We might think of 'a' as
being equivalent in meaning to a proper name introduced by Ralph in
the demonstrative context.)
(b) To give the complete content of 'a is F', and therefore of Ralph's
b e l i e f - given the content of 'is F' - one needs only to specify the aforementioned causal chain, specification of which will entail a reference to
George. In other words, the causal chain gives the complete content of
'a'.
One might well become extremely depressed in the effort of trying to
say something precise, or informative, about the causal chains thus
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invoked, especially for non-demonstrative thoughts involving proper
names. But that serious problem is not the one I wish to raise here.
To know the content of a thought is at least to know its functional role,
and we have already seen that, since modes of presentation are elements
of content, a sameness of modes of presentation entails, all other elements
of content being the same, a sameness of functional roles. Now from the
causal chain theory of content lately detailed, it follows that causal chains
are modes of presentation, and that to specify the complete content of
Ralph's thought one must specify a certain causal chain. It therefore
follows from this theory that a sameness of causal chains must entail a
sameness of functional roles, all other elements of content being the same.
But - to put the objection mildly - it is very hard to see how a sameness of
causal chains can entail a sameness of functional roles. From the fact
that (1) Ralph believes both 'a is F' and 'b is F' and that (2) the causal
chains underlying 'a' and 'b' are the same (except for their terminal
nodes 'a' and 'b') it does not follow that (3) the functional roles of 'a is F'
and 'b is F' are the same. 19 Let the causal chain from George to Ralph's
belief state at the moment be what it will: nothing follows from this about,
say, the counterfactuals which characterize that state with respect to
internal functional role. Indeed, how could there be such a determination ? Functional role is a matter of what is in the head, and causal chains
are mostly a matter of what is outside of the head.
But why must a sameness of causal chains entail a sameness of functional
roles ? Might it not be the case that, as a matter of contingent fact, a
sameness of causal chains determines a sameness of functional roles ?
And, if so, might we not still hope to identify causal chains and modes of
presentation, albeit via a theory of content which does not have the
disastrous consequence of the one just considered ?
Not really. It would be rather surprising if a sameness of causal chains
did not as a matter of fact result in a sameness of functional roles, but this
is perfectly compatible with the hypothesis that modes of presentation are
individual concepts. The least that must be shown to show that causal
chains are modes of presentation is that the correct theory of content for
our mental states requires the specification of a causal chain in order to
specify the internal functional role of certain of our thoughts. Yet we
have seen that a sameness of functional roles does not follow from a
sameness of causal chains, and, given this, what reason could there be for
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supposing that the internal functional role of a state - which state must
itself be specifiable without reference to any causal chain - is specifiable
only by reference to a causal chain extending from that state to an object
wholly outside of the head ? What is crucial is the internal functional roles
of our belief-states, not how we as a matter of fact came to be in those
states.
Finally, to say all this is not to rule out that (1) to specify the complete
content of 'a', and thus of Ralph's belief about George, it may be necessary to specify its referent, and that (2) the reference of 'a' may be determined, not by any individual concept, but by some sort of causal chain.
For it may be that the content of a thought is not exhausted by its functional role. 2~ Yet modes of presentation are, by definition, what are crucial
to internal functional role.
Modes o f Presentation as Conceptual Roles

This final hypothesis - which relies essentially on the hypothesis that we
think in an internal language of thought - is unlike the two preceding
ones in that it is not per se incompatible with the description theory, although, as we shall see, it can provide the basis for an hypothesis which
does entail that modes of presentation are as the de re theorist must say
that they are.
It is incumbent upon one who holds that we think with an internal
system of representation to give some fairly precise account of what it is
for the formula~ of such a system to have content; to give, in other - and
misleading - words, an account of the form that a theory of meaning for
the internal system will take. 21 This is an especially important point for
us, for the following reason. (1) If belief is a relation to a proposition of
any kind, then it is very difficult to see what modes of presentation could
be for the de re theorist if they are neither non-individual concepts nor
causal chains - and we have seen, I hope, that neither of these candidates
fare very well. (2) According to the language of thought hypothesis, belief
is a relation to a sentence in a person's language of thought; but of
course this is compatible with belief also being a relation to a proposition.
For it is consistent with belief being a relation to an internal formula that
the internal formula has the content that it has by virtue of being related
in a certain way to a certain proposition. 22 (3) Therefore, if the language of
thought hypothesis is to be of use to the de re theorist, he must be assured
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of a theory of content which secures that belief is not to be analyzed as a
relation to a proposition.
Gilbert Harman holds that belief is a relation to a sentence in the
believer's language of thought, and that the content of sentences in the
language of thought - and thus of the thoughts themselves - is given by
their conceptual role, and he implies that this thesis is an alternative to
the theory that belief is a relation to a proposition. 2s However, this is
very misleading; given the vagueness of the intuitive idea of conceptual
role it is not at all obvious that the two hypotheses are incompatible - for
it might be argued that the only way of specifying the conceptual role of
an internal formula is via its relation to a certain proposition.
Fortunately for the de re theorist, Hartry Field has shown how one can
give a fairly precise account of conceptual-role semantics which needs no
recourse to propositions. 24 Field's idea - to spell it out a little - is that a
theory of content for the system of internal representation will have two
components, a truth-theoretic component and a conceptual-role component, and that "the meaning of a sentence [in the language of thought]

is given by its referential meaning together with its conceptual role". 2s
Now this suggestion amounts, of course, to very little without some fairly
precise account of conceptual-role semantics, but Field establishes a result
which shows that
in addition to truth-theoretic semantics of the sort made popular by Tarski, there is
a way of doing semantics in terms of a purely epistemic notion, viz., subjective
probability; and that, with respect to such a probabilistic semantics, classical logic
is both sound and complete [ibid., p. 379].

This result enables Field to give a precise formulation of sameness and
difference of conceptual role for sentences in the language of thought, the
intuitive idea of which, minus its refinements, is that two sentences $1
and $2 have the same conceptual role for a person provided that his subjective conditional probability function is such that, for any sentence C,
the subjective probability of $1 given C is the same as the subjective
probability of $2 given C. This allows us to say - what is of especial
relevance to us - that two singular terms tl and t2 have the same conceptual role for a person if, whenever $1 is a sentence and $2 results from $1
by replacing one or more occurrences of tx by t2, then S~ and $2 have the
same conceptual role. 26
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But given Field's account of conceptual role, one cannot say that
meaning is exhausted by conceptual role; for he shows that
a pure conceptual-role account of meaning does not accord with one of our most
fundamental beliefs about meaning, namely, the belief that meaning determines t r u t h
conditions [ibid., p. 397].

Whence the need for the truth-theoretic component, in addition to the
conceptual-role component. (Suppose, then, that English is Ralph's
language of thought, and that the sentences 'Bernie Schwarz = Tony
Curtis' and 'Tony Curtis = Tony Curtis' have the same referential meaning for Ralph, but differ in meaning for him. For Field, this must amount
to a difference in conceptual role, and the two sentences will differ in
conceptual role if Ralph's subjective conditional probability function has
the property that there are sentences C for which the subjective probability
of 'B.S. = T.C.' given C is lower than the subjective probability of
'T.C. = T.C.' given C - as would likely be the case if C is 'Bernie Schwarz
is not a movie star'.)
On Field's theory, modes of presentation are conceptual roles of
singular terms in a person's language of thought. Needless to say, this is
not incompatible with the description theory; the description theorist's
claim, given Field's theory, is that every singular term in one's language of
thought which refers to a material object other than oneself has a conceptual role equivalent to that of some proper definite description.
By definition, the de re theorist must hold that a specification of the
content of certain of one's thoughts must include a reference to some
material object other than oneself. On the present conceptual-role theory,
this translates as follows. Suppose that Ralph believes 'a is F' (where
that is a sentence in Ralph's language of thought), that 'a' refers to a
material object x distinct from Ralph, and that this belief is irreducibly
de re. Now the conceptual role o f ' a ' will be specifiable independently of x;
what makes the thought irreducibly de re is that to specify the truth conditions of 'a is F' one must refer to x - which of course would not be the
case if'a' were a definite description - and if x had not existed, then Ralph's
standing in the belief relation to 'a is F' would not have constituted a
thought with any determinate truth-conditions. As regards the dispute
between the de re theorist and the description theorist concerning modes
of presentation, the essence of the de re theorist's position, given the conceptual-role theory, is simply this: there are singular terms in one's
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language of thought which refer to material objects other than oneself,
and which have conceptual roles that are not equivalent to that of any
definite description.
One might well be reluctant to be a de re theorist if this is the only way
left of being one. The language of thought hypothesis is not to everyone's
taste, and for good reason. It entails that the neural states realizing our
thoughts have sentential structure, that there is a neural vocabulary and
a neural grammar operating on it to yield well-formed neural formul~ (it
is not clear if we can have ungrammatical thoughts). Would that we in
our a priori closets could be so relevant to neurophysiologyI
But suppose that the language of thought hypothesis is correct, and
that it will have, at least in part, a conceptual-role semantics that obviates
the need for propositions. The de re theorist's line, on these assumptions,
still leaves much to be desired.
There are two kinds of reasons one might have for rejecting a theory in this case, the description theory of de re thought. One might feel that
one has, independently of having an alternative theory, decisive objections
to it. Alternatively, one might feel that one has, independently of decisive
objections, a better theory at hand. It ought to be clear that, unlike the
two other theories considered, the theory of modes of presentation at
hand is not an alternative to the description theory; it is merely the denial
of it, and the only reason one could possibly have for accepting it is a
decisive objection to the description theory.
But perhaps there are such objections; certainly some philosophers
think that there are. Let us see.

IV

Those who deny the description theory of de re thought, and who maintain
that we have irreducibly de re thoughts about material objects other than
ourselves, do so because they are convinced that, independently of any
alternative theory, the description theory is false, and because they see the
latter hypothesis as the only viable alternative. They are de re theorists
only in this negative respect, and have no theory of the complete content
of de re thoughts - that is, no theory of modes of presentation - to rival
the description theorist's.
In this section I will try to show that there really are no good objections
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to the description theory of de re thought, and in the next section I will
elaborate, and defend, a particular version, much the same as Russell's,
of it.
The refinements and extension to other propositional attitudes can come
later; the issue against the description theory may be joined over the
following claim.
For any material object x other than onself, one believes x
to be F only i f there is a description ~b, the specification of
which contains no singular term which refers to x [although,
as I shall later suggest, it may contain one which refers to
oneself or to the present moment] such that (1) (y)(~y+-~
y = x) and (2) one believes that (3y)((z)(q~z ~ z = y ) & Fy).
This claim, which defines the description theory of de re belief, offers only
a necessary condition, and description theorists may disagree as to how it
is to be completed. Nevertheless, it is an interesting claim; if it is correct
it means that every belief that is de re with respect to a material object
other than oneself has a redescription, which gives the complete content
of that belief, which is not de re with respect to that object.
Russell's theory is really a very nice theory. It is compatible with any
kind of theory of the objects of belief - propositions, sentences, internal
representations, or whatever; it is simple, and intuitive, and there can be
no doubt whatever that the theory of modes of presentation entailed by
it satisfies the constraints which any such theory must satisfy. Why, then,
do philosophers deny it ?
It is not, we have seen, because they have a better alternative theory;
it must be because they have good objections independently of having an
alternative theory, and we need to see what they are.
But before we get to the good ones, let us be sure to dismiss some of the
bad ones.
(a) I believe that some philosophers reject the description theory of
de re thought because they reject the description theory of singular terms
(as defined on p. 174). Suppose I say "He's sober", demonstratively referring to George. If the description theory of singular terms were correct,
there would be some description ~b, uniquely instantiated by George, such
that what I meant was that the ~ was sober. Yet, in such a case, it is very
difficult to single out any one description as the one that was meant.
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Perhaps; 27 but this is no reason for rejecting the description theory of
de re thought. The description theory of singular terms does, on certain
reasonable assumptions, entail the description theory of de re thought,
but the latter does not entail the former. It may be that the rule for
uttering "He's sober" is not: (1) utter this only if (3~) such that you intend
your audience to believe that the ff is sober; but rather: (2) utter this only
if (i) ( ~ ) such that you believe that something is uniquely if, and (ii) you
intend your audience to believe that the ~b is sober, for some ~ which is
co-extensive with ~.2a
(b) Some imply that one could have no motive for accepting the description theory of de re thought unless one's acceptance were based on some
unacceptable Cartesian or psychologistic assumption. 29 Doubtless certain
of Russell's arguments have encouraged this reaction, but I hope that this
paper makes it clear that one's reasons can be epistemologicaUy impeccable. I accept the theory because it best accounts for the way that we are
functionally organized, and, not to forget, because there is neither a
viable alternative, nor good objections, to it.
(c) Suppose that I am looking at a perfectly ordinary tomato. It is
probably the case that there is no description in purely general terms
which I know the tomato uniquely to instantiate; all the ones available
to me, such as "the tomato I am now looking at", contain irreducibly
indexical references to myself and the present moment. Although I will
not embarrass anyone with a footnote, some philosophers would actually
conclude from this that I do not "have knowledge by description of the
tomato. One might as well conclude that I do not have knowledge by
description of whoever made the footprint that I am now looking at.
Actually, what we shall presently find, is that the entire case against the
description theory rests, rather amazingly, on a couple of putative
counterexamples.
I. If, as I have remarked already, we have any irreducibly de re thoughts
about material objects other than ourselves, they ought to be among the
thoughts that we have about the objects we are directly perceiving, and
to which we would most naturally refer by the use of demonstrative expressions. At this moment, for example, I am looking at a certain cup, and I
believe it to be red. Surely, if I have any irreducibly de re belief about a
material object other than myself, I have one to the effect that this cup
is red.
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Now whether or not I do have an irreducibly de re belief about this cup,
there can be no doubt whatever that I now have more than one belief that
this cup is red, and that some of these beliefs are not irreducibly de re;
for among the modes of presentation under which I believe this cup to be
red, some at least are individual concepts. For example, this cup is believed
by me to be red under the individual concept the cup that I now see before
me, as well as under the individual concept the only object which I am now
looking at which appears to me to be a cup; and there are many, many
others. Moreover, a moment's reflection ought to convince anyone that
this is indeed the typical situation with respect to the objects of our
demonstrative thoughts - and this is a very important point, one usually
ignored by those critics who doubt that the relevant descriptions are
generally available.
All this is obvious; but what the de re theorist claims, and the description theorist denies, is that such thoughts are not always by description,
which is to say that the modes of presentation under which we have the
beliefs we have of the objects we perceive are not always individual concepts.
If the de re theorist is right, and the description theorist wrong, the
following ought to be the case.
(a) It ought to be possible to specify a counterexample, in which an
object of perception is believed by one to be such and such, but where
one has no knowledge by description of the object.
(b) Suppose that I have an irreducibly de re belief to the effect that this
cup is red. Then it ought to be the case that, for every description ~ such that
I believe this cup to be red under the individual concept the 4~, it is possible
for me to doubt, of this cup, that it is the ~. (Presently I shall argue that
there is one material object about which everyone has irreducibly de re
knowledge - namely, oneself. It will be very instructive to compare the case
for holding that beliefs about oneself are irreducibly de re with the case for
holding that beliefs about objects other than oneself are irreducibly de re.)
(c) If there are irreducibly de re beliefs about material objects other than
oneself, then it ought to be possible to give an adequate theory of the
complete content of them. But I have already labored this point enough,
and have nothing more to say about it.
As regards (a), I know of only one kind of putative counterexample
that is even prima facie plausible.
Suppose that I am looking at a large collection of qualitatively identical
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cups; we might even suppose, to strengthen the objection, that there is
nothing but these cups in my visual field. Now my attention might alight
on one of them, and I might, so to say, think to myself, 'That one is red'.
In this event, the particular cup that I have in mind will be believed by me
to be red, but - so the objection runs - I will have no identifying description for it: it is not the only one that I am looking at, nor can it be identified
via its spatial relation to myself, or to some object for which I do have an
identifying description.
Even if one could think of no reply, one would have to be insane to
give up the description theory on the basis of such an example. Nevertheless, there is a perfectly good reply: there is an individual concept under
which I believe the cup to be red; the cup is the only cup to which I am
now attending, and I know that whatever cup I am now uniquely attending
to is red. Nor is this reply ad hoc. For suppose that one is looking at a
tree with hundreds of leaves. It would be absurd to suppose that one has a
belief about each particular leaf in one's visual field; to have a belief about
some particular leaf, it must be singled out for one in some special way if only by being the one one's gaze is fixed on.
Turning now to (b), we shall see, presently, that satisfaction of the
generalization implicit in it provides one of the reasons for recognizing the
irreducibility of self-ascriptive thoughts. But our demonstrative thoughts
seem not to fare as well.
If the description theory is right, then there ought always to be some
description ~ such that one cannot wonder 'Is this the if,9' For, if the
description theorist is right, the thought thus expressed about the referent
of 'this' must be under some individual concept, and, with respect to that
description, the question means 'Is the ~ the ~ .9, And yet, what the description theory predicts is what we do appear to find, and while this may not
prove the theory (lest'we be accused of affirming the consequent), it does
give very strong evidence for it. For it is clear that, with respect to the
'cup' example with which we began, it does make no sense for me to
wonder 'Is this cup the cup that I am now looking directly at?'
2. If there are irreducibly de re thoughts we ought to find some of them
among the thoughts we have about those objects which we once perceived
and now remember. Is there a plausible candidate here for a counterexample to the description theorist's claim? Some have thought that
there is, but for a bad reason.
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Again, let us remind ourselves that typically we do have a considerable
amount of knowledge by description of the things we remember. Still, the
following sort of situation is not uncommon. There is a man whom you
met; you do not remember the time or the place of the meeting, nor
anything truly distinctive about him, not even his name. Yet you do
retain a dim memory image of the man, although not one rich enough
in detail to yield an identifying description. Nevertheless, you are tempted
to credit yourself with beliefs about this person; perhaps you remember
that he had a pleasant smile.
Is this really a counterexample? Zeno Vendler, for one, suggests that
it is. a~ I demur. You could not be said to have knowledge of the man if
you did not know that there was just one person such that your image was
a memory image of him, but this is just to say that your knowledge of
the man is under the individual concept theperson your image is a memory
image of.
But might we not simply remember a person, without having any
description, any image, and not even a proper name for him? (Possible counterexamples that turn on having a name will be considered
next.) I find it difficult to see how; at any rate, in the absence of a well
described example - and ! cannot think of one - there is nothing to
discuss.
3. Finally, there are the thoughts we have in using proper names, and
certain now familiar examples might be thought to show that at least some
of them provide counterexamples to the description theory of de re
thought. Indeed, the disrepute in which the description theory of de re
thought (as well as the description theory of singular terms) is now held
derives almost exclusively from the work of Kripke and Donnellan on
proper names.
The situation here is curious; extremely curious. To begin with, nearly
all of the proper names we actually use, we use to talk about things mostly other human beings - with which we are well acquainted, and the
thoughts that we express in the use of these names are ones we would have
even if we did not have the names. For example, I meet a woman whom I
find very interesting; I learn that her name is 'Janet', and say, "Janet is
very interesting"; but the belief that I thus give expression to is one that
I would have had even without this particular vehicle for the expression
of it. But if the thought in the mind of a person using a name is not as the
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description theorist says it is, then there ought to be counterexamples to
him not involving proper names. But where are they ?
What makes the situation so curious, and amusing, is that the literature
on proper names to which the description theory of de re thought owes its
demise has concentrated on names like 'Thales' and 'Richard Feynman' names which many of us do not use to express thoughts that we would
have even if we did not have the names. Are we really to suppose, in the
light of the above, that the only objects about which we have irreducibly
de re thoughts are those with which we are least en rapport ?
No matter; the argument against the description theory of de re thought
based on these names is hardly compelling. It is this. (1) In uttering 'Richard
Feynman is a physicist' I am expressing a de re belief, about Feynman, that
he is a physicist. (2) My belief about Feynman is not under any definite
description, for there is none that determines my reference of 'Richard
Feynman'; (3) ergo, the description theory of de re thought is false.
There are those, including some de re theorists, who will wish to deny
the first premise, and to maintain that what I believe is not the truth
expressed by 'Richard Feynman is a physicist', but merely that the sentence
expresses a truth. My choice, however, is to accept the first premise (see
below, p. 202), but to deny the second. I do not, it is true, know much
about Richard Feynman. But I do have knowledge by description of him.
I know that there is just one person such that (a) that person is named
'Richard Feynman', and that (b) my familiarity with the name, as the
name of a physicist, derives from my having encountered references to
that person by that name. It is this knowledge which accounts for the
fact that I can use 'Richard Feynman' to refer to Richard Feynman, and,
in using the name, be expressing beliefs about him.
1 know that this sort of reply strikes some as being ad hoc, and no doubt
it will take a complete theory of the semantics of proper names to convince them otherwise. But I do implore such critics not to lose sight of
the larger issue, and to notice that:
(i) There can be no doubt that I do have knowledge of Feynman under
the aforementioned description.
(ii) My reply to the Kripke/Donnellan objection is not at all ad hoc
from the point of view of the description theory of de re thought - it is
exactly what would be the case given the truth of the theory and the facts
of the example.
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(iii) The description under which I have knowledge of Feynman really
does suffice to determine the correct referent, and accounts for what is
right about the 'causal chain' theory.
(iv) Indeed, (iii) is practically a consequence of the correct account of
names. For, roughly speaking, what makes t a name of x in a group G
is that there is a convention, or practice, in G to refer to x by t; what
enables a member of G to refer to x by t is that it is mutual knowledge
in G that members of G use t to refer to x. al
(v) Any theory needs somehow to account for the fact that the thoughts
expressed by sentences containing names like 'Thales' and 'Feynman' unlike the thoughts expressed by sentences containing other names - are
ones some of us would not have if we did not have the names. This fact
is nicely accounted for on the hypothesis that my only knowledge of
Feynman is under a description which mentions his name.

V

So there are no good objections to the description theory of de re thought
as minimally defined on p. 193. We need now to complete the theory in
certain respects, and our case can be strengthened, and the theory amplified, by turning first to the one material object of which each person does
have irreducibly de re knowledge - himself. A book should be written on
'I'; but I shall have to be briefer.
Not all of the beliefs that a person might have about himself are irreducibly de re; only those which he can express with the pronoun 'I', and
which we might call self-ascriptive beliefs. If Ralph says "I am handsome",
then Ralph, if sincere, believes himself to be handsome, and this selfascriptive belief of Ralph's is irreducibly de re. But if Ralph says "He's an
ugly fellow", referring to a man in a photograph, who happens to be
Ralph, then Ralph believes Ralph to be ugly under the mode of presentation the man Ralph sees in the photograph. This latter, non-self-ascriptive
belief does not differ in kind from the beliefs Ralph has about any other
material object, and, being under an individual concept, is not irreducibly
de re.

There are several reasons for recognizing the irreducibly de re status of
self-ascriptive beliefs.
(a) There is, as several writers have observed, the possibility of a person's
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having knowledge of himself in circumstances where he clearly has no
knowledge by description of himself. For example, a sensorily deprived
amnesiac might nevertheless know himself to be conscious.
(b) For any description if, it never follows from the fact that (i) one
knows oneself to be such and such under the ~ that (ii) one knows oneself
to be such and such in the self-ascriptive sense. Given such knowledge by
description of oneself, it is always possible for one to doubt oneself to be
the if, to wonder, as it were, 'Am I the ~ ?' This is well illustrated by
Ralph's belief about the man in the photograph.
(c) There are the considerations adduced by Strawson, which show
that one must have irreducibly de re knowledge of oneself if one is to
have knowledge of material objects other than oneself, aM
(d) Finally, and most importantly, there is the following argument.
(1) Self-ascriptive beliefs per se satisfy Frege's Constraint; that is, if a
minimally rational person self-ascriptively believes himself to be F, then
he does not also self-ascriptively believe himself not to be F (and similarly for the other platitudes of internal functional role). (2) It follows
from (1) that, if (at a given time) one has any self-ascriptive belief under
a mode of presentation then all of one's self-ascriptive beliefs (at that time)
are under the same mode of presentation. For if one's self-ascri~tive beliefs
could be under variable modes of presentation, as could one's beliefs
about some object other than oneself, then it would be possible selfascriptively to believe oneself to be F under one mode of presentation
while also self-ascriptively believing oneself not to be F under another and thus self-ascriptive beliefs would not per se satisfy Frege's Constraint,
but only relative to some given mode of presentation. (3) There is no
mode of presentation m such that m (i) uniquely determines oneself, (ii)
is specifiable without reference to oneself, and (iii) is the mode of presentation under which one now has each and every one of one's self-ascriptive
beliefs. I take this to be obvious. (4) But if (3), then one's self-ascriptive
beliefs are irreducibly de re (see pp. 181-182); therefore, they are irreducibly
de re.

So Russell was right about the irreducibility of self-ascriptive thoughts.
I believe that he was also right in maintaining, as he implicitly did, that
such thoughts are not under any mode of presentation, and that the full
content of a self-ascriptive thought is given by a singular proposition
containing the thinker himself.
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At this moment I have an indefinite number of self-ascriptive beliefs.
We have seen that if any one of these beliefs is under a mode of presentation, then they are all under the same one. If there is such a mode of
presentation, it must, we have proved, be of the sort required by the de re
theory. But what could this ubiquitous mode of presentation be? Like
Hume, I fail to find it whenever I enter most intimately into myself. Yet
this consideration - which has led Miss Anscombe, and others before her,
to the drastic conclusion that 'I' is not a referring expression a3 - is not
the paramount reason for maintaining that the full content of a selfascriptive belief is given by a singular proposition. Assignments of content
to mental states are mainly, if not exclusively, assignments of functional
role, and it is this fact which provides the important consideration.
There was just one reason for the theoretical necessity of the introduction
of modes of presentation; it was that, even if a person does have irreducibly de re thoughts about material objects other than himself, it
cannot be that the complete contents of these thoughts are given by
singular propositions containing those objects; for we simply do not have
mental states with the functional roles these contents determine. If we did,
our de re thoughts would per se satisfy Frege's Constraint, and not merely
relative to a given mode of presentation. But each person does have mental
states with functional roles determined by singular propositions containing himself- namely, his self-ascriptive thoughts; for they, we have seen,
do per se satisfy Frege's Constraint. It is for this reason that, with respect
to our self-ascriptive thoughts, we need have no recourse to modes of
presentation; there would be no work for them to do; the singular
propositions suffice.
What applies to the thoughts expressible with T applies also, mutatis
mutandis, to the thoughts expressible with 'now', and I submit that the
complete content of the thought Ralph expresses at time t by his utterance
of 'I am thirsty' is given by the singular proposition ( x is thirsty at time y,
(Ralph, t)). What this means, of course, is that there is a single, primitive
belief relation which has in its range both singular and general propositions, and that the singular propositions to which a person is thus related
at a given time are only those containing himself and that time, and these
are the thoughts expressible for that person by sentences containing T
and 'now'.
I submit, therefore, that T and 'now' are the only logically proper
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names that we need to recognize, and that, eschewing, as we should,
Russell's foundationalism, we need not recognize irreducibly de re
knowledge of sense data or bodily sensations. Yet these remarks must,
I fear, stand as mere conjectures without the elaboration due them;
for my primary concern in this paper is with our thoughts about material
objects other than ourselves, and to those thoughts we must now, in
conclusion, return.
Our beliefs about material objects other than ourselves are, of necessity,
always under some mode of presentation or other, and a person may
believe a thing to be such and such under one mode of presentation, disbelieve it to be such and such under another, and neither believe nor
disbelieve it to be such and such under still another. Needless to say, the
same applies, mutatis mutandis, to every other kind of propositional
attitude. And this much ought to be acceptable to everyone. But I have
further argued that modes of presentation are always individual concepts - the concepts expressed by proper definite descriptions which
possibly, indeed typically, contain irreducibly indexical occurrences of
T and 'now'.
To complete our theory of modes of presentation, I further propose,
la Russell, that:
(A)

For any kind of propositional attitude W, one ~F's x to be F
under the ~ iff (1) one has knowledge by description of x under
the ~, and (2) one ~ ' s that (3y)((z)(~z +-~ z = y) & Fy).

I anticipate this familiar objection. "Suppose that Ralph knows that
there is a shortest spy, and, being logical, believes that the shortest spy
is a spy. We cannot conclude from this that there is someone whom
Ralph believes to be a spy, and therefore cannot conclude from this that
there is someone whom he believes to be a spy under the mode of presentation the shortest spy. But we could draw this conclusion if (A) were true;
therefore (A) is false. For Ralph to have any thought about the person
who happens to be the shortest spy, Ralph must be en rapport with that
person, and for this merely knowing that there is a shortest spy does not
suffice".

The objector is doubtless under the misconception that sentences which
ascribe de re attitudes - such as 'Ortcutt is believed by Ralph to be a
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spy' - express determinate propositions and are therefore true or false qua
sentence-types and apart from context. The remedy of this misconception
is our thesis that de re sentences contain an implicit indexical component
requiring reference to a contextually determined mode of presentation or
type of mode of presentation, as
The indexical theory, whatever one's theory of modes of presentation,
is needed to account for the datum discussed on p. 182. But given the theory
of de re propositional attitude sentences as containing an implicit indexical
component, the 'shortest spy' objection collapses. It is indeed true that,
in view of Ralph's limited knowledge, one cannot utter the sentence
(i)

There is someone whom Ralph believes to be a spy

and make thereby a true assertion. But this fact does not refute (A);
quite the contrary, (A) together with the indexical theory explains it. For
what mode of presentation, or type of mode of presentation, a speaker
can mean in uttering a sentence like (i) is constrained by an analytical fact
governing all discourse - namely, that one cannot assert what one cannot
expect one's audience to take one as asserting, and one cannot expect
one's audience to take one as asserting what is mutually known to be both
uninteresting and already known. The problem with (i) is not that it is
false - the sentence, expressing no determinate proposition, is neither
true nor false - but that, given the meager extent of Ralph's knowledge,
the only true assertion one could possibly make in uttering (i) would be
neither interesting nor informative.
However, (A) does make some concession to the spirit of the 'shortest
spy' objection: it secures that the de re element in each de re propositional
attitude is captured by one's having knowledge of the relevant object
under a certain mode of presentation; that is to say, (A) requires that, to
have any de re propositional attitude about a thing x under a mode of
presentation rn, one must have knowledge of x under m. In part, this
requirement looks ahead to its employment in the theory of reference,
but, for a further reason, even I am reluctant to allow that Sister Angelica
of the Holy Names Convent is believed by Ralph to have sexual relations
with Ralph's wife - at least I am reluctant to allow this just on the basis
of the fact that (a) Sister Angelica holds the world's record for eating the
most spaghetti at a single sitting, (b) Ralph mistakenly believes himself
to be the holder of that record, and thus (c) believes that the holder of
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the world's record for eating the most spaghetti at a single sitting has
sexual relations with R a l p h ' s wife. A n d of course similar counterexamples
would be forthcoming with respect to attitudes other t h a n belief if, instead
of (A), we had been c o n t e n t with the n a t u r a l first thought that: one tF's x
to be F u n d e r the ~ iff (1) x is u n i q u e l y ~ a n d (2) one tF's that the ~ is F.
Still, when all is said, this is a small concession, a n d the fact remains
that, as regards our thoughts a b o u t material objects other t h a n ourselves,
there simply is n o interesting d e re[de d i c t o distinction to be d r a w n - a n d
d o o m e d is the theory of reference which presupposes otherwise.
University of Southern California

NOTES
* In writing this paper I have benefited considerably from numerous discussions with
my colleagues Hartry Field and Brian Loar.
x For the uninitiated, this is just a fancy way of saying that, where x is the referent
of t, the necessary and sufficient condition for the truth of what is literally meant by
an utterance of S(t) is that x satisfy the condition expressed by S ( ) , and that
nothing with determinate truth conditions is literally meant if t fails of reference.
Thus, on the 'Fido'-Fido theory, the statement made by an utterance Of 'The President of the U.S. in 1977 is toothy' does not entail, nor in any other way necessitate,
that there is a President in 1977; for, whoever happens in fact to be President of the
U.S. in 1977, it is not a necessary condition of that person's being toothy that there
be a President of the U.S. in 1977. (The label 'singular proposition' is borrowed from
David Kaplan's 'How to Russell a Frege-Church', The Journal o f Philosophy 72
(1975), pp. 716--729.)
2 Bertrand Russell, 'Knowledge by Acquaintance and Knowledge by Description',
reprinted in Mysticism and Logic (London, 1917), p. 219. The doctrine expressed in
the remainder of my sentence is of course the one Russell held at the time of 'Knowledge by Acquaintance and Knowledge by Description'; Russell later denied that
one could have knowledge by acquaintance of oneself.
a What (b) makes explicit is that, for Russell, the description under which one has
knowledge of a thing need not be in wholly general terms, but may contain an
ineliminable reference to oneself, or to one's sense data. Commentators who ought
to know better sometimes forget this (see below, p. 194).
It should also be noted that (ii) is tantamount to saying that one knows the singular
proposition <(3z)(w)(R(w, x~ . . . x~- l) <-+ w = z), <yl " " " Yn-I>>.
4 One has knowledge by description of x under the (~ provided that x is uniquely
(k and one knows that something is uniquely @.Here, of course, ff may be the property
of standing in a certain relation to a certain n-tuple of one's acquaintance (technically
speaking). The rationale for requiring knowledge by description of x under the ~ rather than merely requiring that x be uniquely ~ - is discussed on pp. 202-204.
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5 See, e.g., the Preface to Naming, Necessity, and Natural Kinds, ed. S. P. Schwartz
(Ithaca, 1977).
e See Saul Kripke, 'Speaker's Reference and Semantic Reference', Midwest Studies
in Philosophy, Volume H: Studies in the Philosophy of Language (1977), pp. 255-276.
This is somewhat misleading, since the notion of a 'rigid designator' is importantly
ambiguous. See Stephen Schiffer, 'Naming and Knowing', Midwest Studies in
Philosophy, H, pp. 28-41, esp. pp. 30-31.
8 W. V. Quine, 'Quantifiers and Propositional Attitudes', in The Ways of Paradox
and Other Essays (New York, 1966), pp. 185-196. For Quine's latest word on this
topic, see his 'Intensions Revisited', Midwest Studies in Philosophy, II, pp. 5-11.
We may omit the brackets for one-membered sequences.
lo Alternatively, one might attempt to achieve the same result - that is, a consolidation of the two belief relations into one with just the aid of some harmless notation by taking triadic " B ' as primitive, and representing (5) as "B(Ralph, the richest man
probably does his own laundry, ( - ) ) ' , where ' ( - ) ' stands for the empty sequence.
(See J o h n Wallace, 'Belief and Satisfaction', Nods 6 (1972), pp. 85-95.) This sort of
reduction is merely a notational variant of the one discussed in the text, and fares as
well as it.
11 The expression 'internal functional role' was suggested to me by Brian Loar.
12 To say that a mode of presentation m uniquely determines a thing x is to say that
the relation by virtue of which m is a mode of presentation of x is a function f s u c h
that f(m) = x.
13 Michael D u m m e t t , Frege: Philosophy of Language (London, 1973), pp. 97ff.
14 A theory which holds that one believes x to be F only if there is a name a such
that (i) a denotes x and (ii) one believes ra is F 1 counts as a member of this class only
if the content of a - and thus of the sentence believed - can be specified without
reference to x.
15 For the defense of this claim see 'Naming and Knowing', p. 33.
16 David Kaplan, 'Quantifying In', Words and Objections: Essays on the Work of
W. V. Quine, eds. D. Davidson and J. Hintikka (Reidel, Dordrecht, 1969), pp. 206242.
~7 'Naming and Knowing', esp. pp. 31-35.
is If this paper were not already too long, I should.have liked to discuss here an
obvious extension to the present topics of Donald Davidson's paratactic regimentation of indirect discourse (in ' O n Saying That', Words and Objections, pp. 158-174).
Suppose that Ralph knows that George thinks that the woman he saw Ralph with
the night before is Ralph's sister, and that Ralph says to his wife, "George thinks
that you are my sister." At the risk of being unduly cryptic, the problem that I see
for Davidson is that the natural extension of his theory to de re discourse provides
no obvious way of capturing the reference to a mode of presentation in an utterance
such as Ralph's, where the mode of presentation is not already part of the content
of the content-sentence. (I say this notwithstanding Marc Temin's *The Relational
Sense of Indirect Discourse', The Journal of Philosophy 72 (1975), pp. 287-306.)
19 I am indebted to Brian Loar for this objection.
20 See the paragraph beginning at the top of p. 191 below.
21 Misleading because meaning can literally be ascribed only to items which are
governed by certain kinds of conventions. Cf. Gilbert Harman, Thought (Princeton,
1973). or. 59-62.
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2z Given the language of thought hypothesis one is tempted to say, e.g., that Ralph
believes that snow is white iff there is a sentence S of Ralph's language of thought
such that (1) Ralph believes S and (2) S 'means' that snow is white. Obviously it is
an open question as to whether or not the analysis of (2) will represent S as being
related in a certain way to the proposition that snow is white.
2a Thought, p. 93.
24 Hartry H. Field, 'Logic, Meaning, and Conceptual Role', The Journal of Philosophy 74 (1977), pp. 379-409. Also see his 'Mental Representation', this volume,
pp. 9-61.
25 'Logic, Meaning, and Conceptual Role', p. 390; the italics are Field's. (Field
does not explicitly present his theory as a theory of content for the language of
thought, hut I have the best possible reason for supposing that that was what he
really had in mind.)
26 Notice that conceptual role is not identified with subjective conditional probability function. In a complete account it would be identified with a Bayesian expected-desirability function, together with certain input and output conditions.
27 But see Brian Loar, 'The Semantics of Singular Terms', Philosophical Studies
30 (1976), pp. 353-377. While I cannot wholly subscribe to Loar's theory, I consider
it to be the best defense yet of the description theory of singular terms.
28 Cf. Hector-Neri Castafieda, 'On the Philosophical Foundations of the Theory of
Communication: Reference', Midwest Studies in Philosophy, II: pp. 165-186, esp.
pp. 172-173.
29 E.g., John McDowell, 'On the Sense and Reference of a Proper Name', Mind
86 (1977), pp. 159-185.
3o Zeno Vendler, 'Thinking of Individuals', Noas 10 (1976), p. 40.
31 Cf. the account of non-composite whole-utterance types that I give in Meaning
(Oxford, 1972), pp. 119-132.
3~ p. F. Strawson, Individuals: An Essay in Descriptive Metaphysics (London, 1959),
Ch. 1.
33 G. E. M. Anscombe, 'The First Person', in Mind and Language: Wolfson College
Lectures 1974, ed. S. Guttenplan (Oxford, 1975), pp. 45-65.
34 See 'Naming and Knowing', pp. 31-35. Notice that, to.refer to a particular mode of
presentation it is not necessary that one be able to specify it; for example, one's
reference might be to whatever mode of presentation determined the reference of
Ralph's utterance of 'George' on a certain occasion. Still, what our pragmatic
concerns often dictate is not an interest in any particular mode of presentation, but
merely an interest in any one of a certain type. So, for example, in saying "Ralph
believes that Janet is very clever", one might merely mean that Janet is believed by
Ralph to be very clever under some description which identifies her as a professor
of his.
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